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Course Description
Regardless of how explicitly “religious” women claim to be, religious ideologies past and
present have an impact on them. This course will explore the ways in which religious beliefs
have affected women’s lives. Our investigations will highlight how women’s opportunities have
been both hampered and enhanced by the symbols, beliefs and practices of a very diverse set of
religious systems. In all these traditions, we will find ideas and images that have become
implicated in systemic forms of oppression against women. On the other hand, we will uncover
a rich heritage of women’s influence, involvement, and resistance. We will thus explore how
women have used ideas and images from these same traditions to undermine violence and
exploitation. We will place these often marginalized voices in the foreground as we explore the
multi-layered, dynamic nature of religion in the contemporary world.
This is a Diverse Communities course, which means that it uncovers a wide range of
diverse perspectives and provides a theoretical framework to understand how power and the
structures of social institutions work to marginalize minority positions.
Course Objectives:
1. to reflect on our own experiences of struggle and empowerment in light of the
ideas and rituals that shape our lives
2. to understand some of the forces and interests that maintain gender inequity
3. to appreciate the heritage of women’s strength, creativity and resistance
4. to enhance the skills necessary to understand, appreciate, and engage with
perspectives quite different from our own
5. to envision possibilities for more humane and mutual relationships
General Education Objectives:
As a Gen Ed course offering an introduction to content and methodology important to a
liberal arts education, this course:
1. introduces students to various religious traditions, a knowledge base crucial to good
citizenship in a pluralistic society,
2. encourages a thoughtful response to diversity within and among these traditions, and
3. promotes critical thinking skills.
Format: Critical reading of assigned texts, active participation in small group exercises and
in questioning and reflecting on presentation and lecture material.
Texts
Maguire, Daniel and Sa’diyya Shaikh. Violence against Women in Contemporary World
Religion: Roots and Cures. Cleveland, OH: Pilgrim Press, 2007. (VAW)
Peach, Lucinda Joy. Women and the World Religions. Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall,
2002.
Sharma, Arvind and Katherine K. Young, eds. Her Voice Her Faith: Women Speak on world
Religions. Cambridge, MA: Westview Press, 2003. (HVHF)

Course Requirements and Grading Procedure
Critical reading of assignments, class participationDemonstrated by class attendance, participation in discussion,
and postings to discussion board on blackboard
Journal
Three exams (take home)
Final Paper

20%

15%
15% each
20%

General Outline (subject to change)
Week 1

Introduction: Why Women and Religion? Similarities and Differences in
Women’s Relationships to Religious Traditions and Presentation on
Intersectionality Theory
Peach, chapter 1
Maguire, “The Religiously Induced Illness of Women’s Subordination and Its
Cure” (VAW); Mobilizing Creative Discontinuities within Religious Traditions

Week 2

Women and the Hindu tradition
Peach, chapter 2
Oldenburg, “Sita’s Epic Journey: Reflections on the Violence in the Lives of
Hindu Women in North India” (VAW); Feminist Narrative Ethics

Week 3

A South Indian Woman’s Reflection on Hinduism
Vasudha Narayanan essay (HVHF); Stages of feminist scholarship on Religion
and Standpoint Epistemology

Week 4

Women and Buddhism
Peach, chapter 3
Loy, “The Karma of Women” (VAW)

Week 5

A Feminist Scholar’s Reflection on Buddhism
Rita Gross essay (HVHF)
Exam 1 Due

Week 6

Women and Judaism
Peach, chapter 5
Gubkin, “’I will espouse you with righteousness and justice’: Domestic Violence
and Judaism” (VAW)

Week 7

A Orthodox Woman’s Reflection on Judaism
Essay by Susannah Heschel (HVHF)
Exam 2 Due

Week 8

Women and Christianity
Peach, chapter 6
Raines, “The Mother of Life and the God of Death: Religious Roots of Violence
against Women in Christianity.” (VAW) Foucault: the Panopticon and the
Dominant Gaze

Week 9

A Roman Catholic Woman’s Reflection on Christianity
Essay by Mary Gerhart (HVHF)

Week 10

Women and Islam
Peach, chapter 7
Shaikh, Sa’diyya, “A Tafsir of Praxis: Gender, Marital Violence, and Resistance
in a South African Muslim Community” (VAW); Marxism and Practical
Resistance

Week 11

A Pakistani Woman’s Reflection on Islam
Essay by Riffat Hassan (HVHF)

Week 12

Women and African Religions
Peach, chapter 8
Nkulu-N’Sengha, “Muntu, Kintu, and the Pursuit of Bumuntu: Reflection on the
Roots of Violence against Women in African Traditional Religions.” (VAW)

Week 13

A Woman’s Reflection on African Religion
Asogwa, Cecilia. “A Challenge to the Integrity of Creation: An African Woman’s
Perspective.” Ecumenical Review 44 (1992): 339-44. (Handout)

Week 14

Round table discussions of student research
Final Paper Due

Final Week

Exam 3 Due

Journals
At the beginning of each class, students will write a brief (1 paragraph) reflection on the readings
for that day. These journals will serve to jump-start our class discussion and will be collected at
mid term and the end of the semester. Prior to submitting journals, students will write a one
page narrative relating their journal entries to course objectives 1 and 5.
Final Paper
Each student will work toward a 10-15 page final paper focused on one of the traditions we have
explored. Final papers should be typed, double spaced, use a consistent format, and should
include at least 7 sources in addition to those covered in class. A grading rubric will be made
available mid-term, but the focus of the paper will be on: 1) demonstrating an understanding of
this religion and its broader social context, and 2) demonstrating a grasp of the diverse

interpretations of beliefs, symbols and practices that have an impact on women, paying particular
attention to women’s creative reinterpretation in ways that enhance their own personal growth.
Students with Disabilities
We at West Chester want to make accommodations for persons with disabilities. Please make
your needs known by contacting me and/or the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities
at ext. 3217. Sufficient notice is needed in order to make the accommodations possible.

